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ABSTRACT

is confronted with the increase of intensive complexity and
unexpected problems and those uncertainties might lead to
failure or destruction of organizations added value (Ellert et al.,
2015). The problem-solving is a simple process aimed to
identify a problem, define corrective actions by measuring their
impact and interpret the solution result (Ross and Orr, 2009).
Currently there are many problem-solving tools and are
becoming increasingly important in organizations as support for
decision making.

One of the current challenges in organizations is related to
decision-making in adverse, uncertain and complex
environments. Problem-solving approach is a process of
analysis that has been supporting managers’ decision-making.
There are several problem-solving tools like the Fishbone
diagram, Root Cause Analysis and 5 Why’s that allow an
investigation of the problem and its causes. However, due to its
limitations, the solutions presented do not always lead to the
best results for the organization. The proposed model "Pereira
Problem Solving" ensures a better understanding of the
problems and an identification of the best solutions. Through
the control group technique (10 companies), the research aimed
to compare results between the ad hoc process used by
managers to seek problem solutions and the "Pereira Problem
Solving" process. After implementing the solutions which
resulted from each type of approach (ad hoc vs Pereira Problem
Solving), the identified key performance indicator was
measured to analyze the level of effectiveness of the proposed
model.

LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

Fishbone Diagram

Nowadays the constant technological changes, the
intensification of competition, the markets globalization and the
search for the efficiency of internal processes are some of the
key challenges organizations are facing (Basadur et al., 2013).
This new economic and social reality has led organizations to
turn problems into opportunities for improvement, creating
value and developing sustainable competitive advantages.

The Fishbone Diagram (also known as Ishikawa Diagram or
Cause-Effect Diagram) comes from the quality control and
improvement. Introduced by Kaoru Ishikawa, this method of
analysis was developed to improve team performance by
identifying the potential causes of manufacturing quality
problems (Watson, 2004; Juran and Godfrey, 1999). This is
considered as one of the basic tools of quality control (Ishikawa,
1990).

Given the market uncertainty, complex situations arise in the
decision-making process (Tiwana and Keil, 2009). Sometimes,
the complexity of the processes and the constant change make it
difficult to identify the solutions that effectively solve
organizational problems.
Therefore, it’s crucial to understand the contribution of a
problem-solving approach for organizations. The management

There are several areas in which problem solving tools can be
implemented. For instance, according to Martz (Martz et al.
2016), the risk management is one of the concerns on business
and information systems programs for project managers and
security analysts. The problem solving skills enable to identify
which adverse events would affect those areas and develop
solutions/corrective measures for controlling objectives.
In general, managers must be able to identify and understand
the problems that arise along the value chain, by collecting the
root cause of the problems, validate alternatives and finally
decide which solution(s) to implement and monitor the obtained
results (Nickerson and Zenger, 2004).

The purpose of this technique is to analyze all potential or real
causes (inputs) that result from a single effect (output) providing
a better intelligence of these factor and showing all relationships
between them (Vekemans, 1991). According the author
Ishikawa (Ishikawa, 1990), the causes must be sorted by their
degree of importance or level of details by a graphic
representation of relationships and hierarchies of events.

Therefore, the Fishbone Diagram is considered a fundamental
problem-solving tool (Shan-Shan and Ling-Chu, 2011; Wong,
2011). It can also be used to determine the risk associated with
the causes and sub-causes of the effect (Ciocoiu, 2008) and
allows identification and minimization of weaknesses
(Wakchaure et al., 2015).
The application of technique calls for the use of collective
intelligence about the process through collaboration,
brainstorming or investigation (Wong, 2011; Ciocoiu, 2008;
Wakchaure et al., 2015). Furthermore, it allows the
identification of areas where data should be collected for study.
However, the simplicity of the Fishbone Diagram may
compromise the analysis in situations of high complexity given
the numerous relationships between the causes, sub-causes and
effects as well as the difficulty of graphical representation of all
of them (Gupta et al., 2014).
Root Cause Analysis
Root cause analysis is considered a problem-solving tool that
essentially acts on the causes that lead to a given problem
(Connelly, 2012). According to Bhattacharya (2014) as cited in
Corby (2013), the root cause means a relevant break or a process
failure that, when solved, prevents the occurrence of the
problem.
In solving problems one must recognize and understand the
variables that are causing the problem (Bhattacharya et al.,
2014). If real causes are not identified, the symptoms will only
be treated and the problem will continue to exist (Connelly,
2012). Therefore, it is fundamental to correctly identify and
eliminate the causes that lead to the occurrence of the problem
(Mahto and Anjani, 2008).
This methodology was developed to analyze military and
industrial accidents (Dew, 1991), and is currently practiced at
the level of management, information technology or medicine.
In this approach, the definition of the event that triggered a
given problem, based on the collection of information, allows
identifying and mapping the causal relationships inherent in
that action. Later, the analysis of the causes guarantees the
generation of effective solutions in the suppression of the
problem and finally its implementation and control.
Five Why’s
The 5-Whys Analysis appears in lean manufacturing by Taiichi
Ohno, the father of Toyota Production System and is considered
one of tools of problem-solving (Boyd, 2015; Ohno, 1988).
Towards a certain problem, asking the question “Why” allows
to distinguish the symptoms from the causes.
At least repeating this exercise five times will ensure the
identification of root cause without non-conformances.
However, the isolated use of this technique may limit the
definition of root cause or process’ defects (George, 2007).
The 5-Whys technique does not always allow root cause
identification when the cause is unknown for whom is doing the
problem solving. On the other hand, the five questions may be
insufficient to find the root of the problem or the answer to one

of the questions may condition the outcome of the whole
analysis. Finally, the method is not repeatable, that is two
different people applying the 5 Whys to the same problem will
come to different conclusions.
PEREIRA PROBLEM-SOLVING MODEL
The proposed model consists on a qualitative analysis of a given
problem, where it is firstly described followed by the
identification of its main business/process impacts (e.g. in costs,
efficiency, revenue, legal compliance) and their trend analysis
over a certain period of time.
According to the Pareto principle (Browne and Keeley, 2004),
20% of the problem negative impacts identified (ideally up to 3
impacts) should account for 80% of the effects on the business
activity or organizational structure.
The trend analysis is a very important aspect to be considered
since it gives insights about the urgency or priority of that
problem, need or opportunity. Having the current situation
described, the model recommends an additional approach about
the future situation, where the initiative/proposed solution is
described as well as its benefits.
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Figure 1: Pereira Problem-Solving
The next step consists on the cause’s collection which originated
the problem. To make a root-cause analysis, it is important to be
knowledgeable about the different set of techniques available in
order to collect the real problem causes and which generate the
most negative impacts in the business activity (both internally
and externally).
After analyzing the current situation (AS IS), the conditions for
developing the most appropriate solution are met. The proposed
solution must therefore address the causes of the problem
identified, in order that the solution impacts (benefits) will result
in a reduction or even the full elimination of the problem
negative impacts.
Similarly to the problem impacts, the benefits should also
respect the Pareto principle (Craft and Leake, 2002). The
estimated return on investment should consider 20% of the main
benefits generated (ideally up to 3 benefits), since they represent
80% of the value generated. The remaining identified benefits
should be classified as intangible for its residual contribution on
solving the problem initially identified.

The initiative identified should be able to respond to the
organization's need. The entire analytical component of this
problem solving tool comes to ensure that the proposed solution
will maximize the value generated for the organization.

Telcos

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In order to validate Pereira Problem Solving effectiveness,
several companies across different sectors were invited for this
research. To accomplish this validation and to propose a solution
it has been selected KPI (Key Performance Indicator) as
measure for a better and improved performance level.
One team was divided in two parts. The first one should apply
their usual ad hoc process to approach a problem definition and
propose a solution which should impact an intended KPI. The
second one was trained about the Pereira Problem Solving
Model and was invited to apply it to the same given problem.

Banking

Banking

Afterwards, each group applied the identified solution which
resulted from the according model, in their offices, stores or
teams facing the same problem. After a three months’ time, the
identified KPI was analyzed and compared to evaluate the
effectiveness level between the two approaches (ad-hoc
compared to the proposed model Pereira Problem Solving).
This exercise was applied to ten different companies from
different departments.

Banking

In all cases, it was applied in the same team of a given store or
office or in two identical stores of the same company which are
under the same variable influence and with identical sales
performance (control group technique).

Energy

DATA RESULTS
The following table presents the several organizations which
have joined this research study, the according problems and the
impacted KPIs observed considering each solution applied that
resulted from each approach (ad hoc versus Pereira Problem
Solving).
Table 1: KPI Results

Sector

Retail

Retail

Retail

Telcos

Problem

KPI

Complaints
Nº of
increase in complaints per
the store
month
Lead time in
Time
replacing
(minutes or
stocks in the
hours)
shelves
Decrease of
the nº new Nº new clients
clients
per month
buying
Decrease of
Average
the Retention period of time
rate of
within the
costumers
company

KPI
KPI delta
delta –
–
Pereira
Ad-hoc
Problem
approach
Solving
-1%

-5%

-20%

-50%

Transports

Nº of
different
services
Nº services
acquired per
per client
client (crossselling)
Average time
Time
spent by a
(minutes or
commercial
hours)
with a client
High level of
time
dedicated in
a manual
report
Time
produced
(minutes or
monthly to
hours)
top
management
mandatory
by each store
Costs are
increasing
Costs (€)
regarding
spent with
illumination illumination
in the office
Decrease of
the nº new
Nº new clients
clients
per month
buying
(competition)
Time spent
upon
changing
Time
drivers
(minutes)
(waiting
time)

+50%

+80%

-10%

-10%

-65%

-85%

-10%

-23%

+2%

+2.5%

-10%

-15%

It is possible to conclude that only 2 out of 10 situations the KPI
behaved very similarly (same impact) representing 20% of the
cases under research. On the remaining cases the PPS have
showed higher values corresponding to better solutions.
Although the sample is limited to 10 analysis, the sector retail
and banking represent 60% of the test cases. In both sectors the
KPI delta average was 12% and 11% respectively higher on PPS
meaning a better approach by using this problem solving
method.
DISCUSSION

+3%

+5%

Having the KPI collection done, it is possible to compare results
and evaluate how effective is the proposed model (Pereira
Problem Solving) and how it may leverage better results by
clearly understanding the causes and impacts of a given problem
and consequently propose the most effective solution(s).

+3%

+3%

Regarding the first case, the Pereira Problem Solving (PPS)
allowed to better understand the main causes of complains and
the impacts in business, and allowed to identify a more effective

solution then the one suggested by the ad-hoc process (which
reflected a +4% delta the ad-hoc approach).
The second one consisted on improving the lead times when
replacing stocks, by collecting the current steps and times and
the impacts internally. The solution proposed following the PPS
approach allowed a better result (in 30%) then the usual
approach.
The third and ninth situation aimed to work on a solution which
would work on avoiding the decrease on the number of clients
joining the company. So, PPS recommended understanding the
causes (i.e through a questionnaire to clients) and understanding
this impacts in business and therefore, helped on identifying a
solution (+2% and 2,5% delta then the ad-hoc approach
accordingly to each case).
Similarly, the fourth one, also aimed to decrease the clients
dropout rate, however in this case, the delta generated by the
proposed solution, generated the same impact (3%) than the adhoc approach.
The fifth case, aimed to improve the number of different services
or products acquired by current clients (meaning cross-selling).
So, PPS recommends analyzing why there are difficulties to
reach that (i.e through questionnaires, interviews to current
costumers) so that a more effective solution fitting the causes are
mitigated (+20% then ad-hoc solution).
Regarding the sixth case, PPS model suggests understanding the
current process and time spent by the sales team per client in
order to propose a solution. In this case, the delta generated by
the proposed solution produced the same impact.
The seventh one consisted on improving the time spend in a
manual report and PPS assisted on getting the causes and
impacts in teams productivity and consequently on identifying a
solution that better suits the problem origin (+20% effective then
ad hoc).
The eight one consisted on collecting the costs with the lighting
in the office and find the best solutions to reduce costs, where
results from PPS were better in 13% then the ad-hoc process.
The last situation is similar to the sixth one, where PPS
suggested collecting the time spent by the drivers upon
switching shifts and understand the main current causes of
delays. PPS could help proposing a solution 5% more effective.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
This research allowed to conclude that the proposed model
“Pereira Problem Solving” may assist several organizations
about better understanding the problems or challenges they face
daily (from revenue decreases to lack of efficiency) to be better
prepared to identify the most effective solutions and
consequently create value.
This was a preliminary research which allowed to verify the
contribution of the proposed model by using a convenience
sample, however in future research the authors recommend
increasing the sample of analysis and filter results (KPIs delta)
by comparing different business sectors (energy,
telecommunications, banking, retail and others).
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